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Abstract
Temperature has become a major concern for high performance microprocessor and package design as more
devices are integrated on a chip. This problem becomes more severe as the VLSI technology scales to the
nanometer ranges. Excessively high on-chip temperature can cause many severe problems such as reduced
reliability of chips and elevated cooling cost of the packaging. As a result, temperature modeling, analysis
and runtime thermal management are critical to reduce hot spots, improve reliability for today's high
performance multi-core microprocessors.
In this talk, I first review some recent research at MSLAB at UC Riverside for thermal analysis, modeling,
and dynamic thermal management for multi-core and 3D microprocessors. Then I will present two recently
proposed techniques. The first one is a new method for lateral resistance modeling of thorough silicon via
(TSV) in 3D stacked ICs. We show that lateral thermal resistance is important for the overall thermal
behavior of the 3D stacked ICs. I will present the lateral thermal resistance compact models will be
presented and show that for TSV farm or TSV array, the thermal model are TSV-pitch dependent. In the
second work, I will present a new dynamic thermal management scheme for reducing the temperature
variations across the chip. Instead of intuitively assigning the heavy tasks to the low temperature cores to
balance the thermal profile based on steady state thermal analysis, the new method applies moment
matching based transient thermal analysis techniques for fast thermal estimation and prediction to guide the
migration process. The resulting algorithm can lead to significant reduction of hot spots without full
transient thermal simulation, which will benefit the system reliability. I will also show how this new
transient thermal indicator can be computed in a distributed way for distributed thermal management.
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